AT-A-GLANCE
Step Into
STEAM, Grades K–5
at a Glance

Exemplars That Use the STEAM Inquiry
Planning Guide
In previous chapters, you have considered STEAM inquiries that might interest
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your students and you learned how to design (Chapter 4), implement

(Chapter 5), and assess (Chapter 6) STEAM inquiries that center on

Core STEAM Idea

important mathematics and science content and practices. Interwoven
throughout the chapters you’ve read about classroom-tested examples

20

Discover exemplar STEAM
inquiries across grades,
standard sets,
and frameworks.

that showcase various elements of STEAM teaching and learning to
help paint the overall picture of STEAM in action. In this chapter, we
present three fully developed exemplars that use the STEAM Inquiry

in

Planning Guide in efforts to do the following:

• Further model the use of the STEAM Inquiry Planning Guide.

w

• Provide examples using different standard sets.

• Demonstrate the use of the problem-based learning and design thinking
frameworks.

or

The STEAM Physical Space

• Provide more examples at a variety of grade levels.

C

Remember, it is most important that each and every student have access to

STEAM
instruction.
Rather than only
being offered as an after-school program,
The STEAM Inquiry Planning Guide
follows
the 5E Instructional
Model
summer
camp,
or an advanced
placement
(BSCS, 2006) and can be used for either
the
problem-based
learning
or option, STEAM instruction should

Teaching Takeaway

be offered to each and every student during the school day. When embedthe design thinking framework. Notice
in the examples that follow how

STEAM inquiries can
to several
anywhere from a day
ider
weeks. As you plan, cons
ents to
the needs of your stud
you
time
h
determine how muc
will need.
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in the curriculum in this way (as a nonnegotiable such as reading or
Core STEAM
Ideas provide
anchoring
tipsded
the steps of the
5E weave together
the aims of each framework!
take
mathematics), teachers have an opportunity to deepen the existing

and questions to focus your reading
and
Core STEAM Idea

learning of mathematics and science content and practices already

ig

While the primary aim of this book is to empower
youProviding
to createSTEAM
your instruction to each and every stutaking place.
steps.
STEAM
own STEAMConsider
inquiriesthe
based
off your knowledge
your
students,
your
dent isofan
access
and equity
issue, as all students should have the

physical
space.
opportunity
to engage
in integrated learning where they can meancommunity, your
resources,
and your standards,
we present
the follow-
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guide instructional

apply inquiry
and experience
ing exemplars to help you envision what a ingfully
final STEAM
might the usefulness and necessity of the

op

and science they are learning. Does your school departmentalize
look like. We hope this helps youmathematics
conceptualize
how the pieces come

Teaching Takeaway

C

see how
Use these exemplars to
come
whole STEAM inquiries
r this: You
together, but remembe
of STEAM
are the best designer
for
inquiries that will work
your students!

Teaching Takeaways
highlight key points for
consideration.
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mathematics and science instruction or does each elementary teacher teach

together, but we do not want to limit or restrict your thinking with

all subjects? Do you have established time blocks for each subject area you

these examples! In this vein, remember that the best STEAM inquiries

are expected to teach? How much time do you have devoted to each math-

are contextually based—you know
your and
students’
betterand
than
ematics
science needs
instruction,
how can you flexibly use that time to
anyone and will be the best designer
of their STEAM?
STEAM Does/will
experience.
With
incorporate
your
school have time set aside for STEAM
a specials
that said, let’s take a look at some STEAM learning
inquiries(such
thatasmodel
therotation in a STEAM lab)? These are
consider with your fellow colleagues and
frameworks we’ve discussed and areay
based onimportant
a varietyquestions
of gradetolevels

Teaching Takeaw
administrators. STEAM teaching requires a degree of flexibility
and standard sets. See Table 7.1 for an overview.
are
STEAM physical spaces
school
unique to each and every
e,
spac
based on available
re, and
resources, school cultu
student needs!

with time dedicated to classroom explorations as well as time for

colleagues to co-plan, co-teach, and reflect together. Depending
on the available space in your school and current infrastructures, your STEAM physical space might be a regular classroom
setting, a STEAM lab, or another available space in your school.

When students engage in STEAM learning, they engage in researching, designing and fabricating, testing prototypes, using technology, and much more.
Because of the hands-on, inquiry-based nature of STEAM, the physical space of
the STEAM setting necessitates flexible spacing that serves different purposes
within the classroom. For example, teachers might have a section of organized
household materials in labeled bins on a shelf for students to do rapid prototyping (see Figure 8.1). Teachers might also have a computer or tablet station
where students can conduct online research or record their thinking. Relevant
physical text resources for researching could be organized into a mini library for
the classroom. James Biehle, an architect and co-author of the NSTA Guide to
Planning School Science Facilities, says we must literally change how designers label
classrooms (Motz, Biehle, & West, 2007). For example, in the past, classroom
142 | Step Into STEAM, Grades K–5
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get started and know that you will expand from there! It is completely possible
and okay to begin STEAM without spending a penny!
Include students in your materials selections. Ask them what resources appeal to
them, or give them choices about what they prefer to use. Have them help you
prioritize items on your wish list. Colleagues are also good about helping you
determine what would work best to complement the existing resources at your
school. The computer lab teacher, for example, might have apps to suggest or
might want some of the apps in his/her lab to extend what students are doing
in STEAM. Having colleagues aware of what resources you have and what they
might use as well will make for investments that become useful in a variety of
contexts and learning experiences.

Pause and Reflect
What resources have you found most effective in your teaching of mathematics
and science? What art or technology resources have been most useful to you?
How can you use these resources in your STEAM learning space?

Pause and Reflect
sections provide critical
Where do you store resources currently, and what is your plan for storing any
additional STEAM resources you might acquire?

questions and space for
reflecting and mapping
out next steps.
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List three strategies you can use for acquiring new STEAM resources.
1.

20

2.
3.

or

w

in
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Practical, proven, and

C

ready-made classroom
inquiries can be found

ht

in the Classroom-

Classroom-Tested Example

ig

Tested Example

C

op

yr

sections.

Mr. Gonzales and Ms. May are first-grade teachers implementing a STEAM inquiry together. They
are implementing a STEAM inquiry where students must design a portable telephone, aligning to the
science content of sound waves and the mathematics content of length measurement.

Ahead of conducting this inquiry, Mr. Gonzales and Ms. May planned Section III of the STEAM Inquiry
Planning Guide together and discussed where they anticipated students might struggle. As a result
of this conversation, they created specific prompts that modeled three types of questions: exploring,
probing, and generating (as outlined in Smith & Stein, 2011, 2018). As described by Smith and Stein,
exploring questions address mathematical relationships and meanings and also make connections
between ideas. Probing questions focus on having students clarify, articulate, or expand upon
ideas. Generating questions are used to solicit ideas from additional students in the class. Exploring
questions were planned to make key points about the mathematics and science under investigation
and to create links between students’ content learning and the STEAM context. They planned probing
questions as a way to have students further elaborate or clarify their thinking and ideas. Finally, they
used generating questions as a way to get each and every student involved and contributing to the
conversation. We provide an example of each of these question types.

Formative Assessment Prompts Aligned to the Portable Telephone Inquiry
Item to Assess
Mathematics Content

Specific Prompts
Can someone tell me another strategy they used to measure the lengths? (probing)
How did you use measurement to compare the lengths? (exploring)

Mathematics
Practices/Processes

Does everyone agree with

?

, what do you agree about? (generating)

How do you know that works? (probing)
How can you check to see if your strategy worked? (exploring)
Science Content

How does sound move? (probing)
What might cause sound to move differently? (exploring)

Science and Engineering
Practices/Processes

Describe the components and interactions in your model. (generating)
What evidence suggests that your model is sufficient? (probing)

Throughout this time, Mr. Gonzales and Ms. May continually used observations as a formative
assessment technique (as described by Fennell et al., 2017) as they anticipated what students would
say and do as they engaged in the mathematics and science of the STEAM inquiry, and they took
anecdotal notes and recorded key observations that could be used in a teacher debrief session.
109
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Try It Out! features

Try It Out!

help you shift into
get-it-done mode with

Now it’s time for you to brainstorm how you will implement STEAM inquiries in your setting through
the lens of the mathematics and science and engineering student practices as well as the NCTM
Mathematics Teaching Practices. Using the STEAM inquiry you created in Chapter 4, brainstorm ideas
for infusing the practices using Table 5.3 to record your ideas. Don’t try to focus on every practice—
just the ones that make the most sense to incorporate meaningfully into your STEAM inquiry!

practical templates and
tools for putting your
instructional plans

Table 5.3

Brainstorming Implementation of Student and Teaching Practices
Standards

into action.

Ideas for Implementation

STANDARDS FOR MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE
Make Sense of Problems and Persevere in Solving Them
Reason Abstractly and Quantitatively
Construct Viable Arguments and Critique the Reasoning of Others
Model With Mathematics
Use Appropriate Tools Strategically

19

Attend to Precision
Look for and Make Use of Structure
Look for and Express Regularity in Repeated Reasoning
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING PRACTICES
Asking Questions and Defining Problems

20

Developing and Using Models
Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
Analyzing and Interpreting Data
Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking
Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions
Engaging in Argument From Evidence

in

Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating Information
MATHEMATICS TEACHING PRACTICES
Establish Mathematics Goals to Focus Learning

w

Implement Tasks That Promote Reasoning and Problem Solving
Use and Connect Mathematical Representations
Facilitate Meaningful Mathematical Discourse

or

Pose Purposeful Questions

Instructional

Build Procedural Fluency From Conceptual Understanding
Support Productive Struggle in Learning Mathematics

Strategies provide

Sources: Common Core State Standards Initiative (2010); NCTM (2014); NGSS Lead States (2013).

Available for download at resources.corwin.com/stepintosteam
a deeper
dive into

online
resources

Section III: STEAM Core Instructional Strategies
(Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration)

C

Elicit and Use Evidence of Student Thinking

Exploration strategies:

Copyright © 2019 by Corwin. All rights reserved. Reprinted from Step Into STEAM: Your Standards-Based Action Plan for Deepening Mathematics and Science
Learning, Grades K–5 by Sarah B. Bush and Kristin L. Cook. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin, www.corwin.com. Reproduction authorized for educational use by
educators, local school sites, and/or noncommercial or nonprofi t entities that have purchased the book.
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implementing

and instructional

Formative assessment plan:
Item to Assess

Specific Prompts

Assessment Type

Mathematics Content
Mathematics Practices/Processes
Science Content
Science and Engineering Practices/Processes

Explanation strategies:

C

op

topic at hand.

yr

moves tied to the

ig

specific strategies
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Reaching Each and Every Learner Considerations
Differentiation strategies for students with unfinished learning:

Variations to celebrate learning differences and/or preferences:

Extensions for deeper learning:

Elaboration strategies:

Career connections plan:

online
resources
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A comprehensive STEAM Inquiry Planning Guide
provides you with a single place to capture the design,
implementation, and assessment of STEAM inquiries that
you have worked on throughout the book. An editable
version is also available online as a downloadable resource.

APPENDIX B

STEAM Inquiry Planning Guide
Section I of the guide

19

Section I: STEAM Standards Alignment

focuses on standards

Complete the table by identifying all standards being assessed through this inquiry, and briefly
describe how students will address these standards.

Standards

20

Content

What Are Students Doing?

in

Content Standard(s):

Practice/Process
Standard(s):

w

Science
Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) or state standards (e.g., Texas
Essential Knowledge and Skills [TEKS],
Standards of Learning [SOL])

alignment.

C

or

Technology
International Society for Technology
in Education (ISTE), Standards for
Technological Literacy (STL), or state
standards

ht

Engineering
Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) or state standards

yr

Content Standard(s):

op

Mathematics
Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics (CCSSM) or state standards
(e.g., Texas Essential Knowledge and
Skills [TEKS]; Standards of Learning
[SOL])

ig

Arts
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) or
state standards

Practice/Process
Standard(s):

Section II of the guide

C

helps you articulate the

Sources: NGSS Lead States (2013); Texas Education Agency (2014); Virginia Department of Education (2018); ISTE (2018); International
Technology Education Association (2007); National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (2018); Common Core State Standards Initiative (2010).

problem statement of
your STEAM inquiry.

Section II: STEAM Problem Statement
(Engagement)
173

Engagement strategies:

Complete the following prompts.
Problem statement:

Your criteria (think objective here):
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Section III focuses

Section III: STEAM Core Instructional Strategies
(Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration)

on strategy selection and
the formulation of a

Exploration strategies:

formative assessment plan.

Formative assessment plan:

Item to Assess

Specific Prompts

Science Content

w

in

Science and Engineering
Practices/Processes

20

Mathematics
Practices/Processes

Assessment Type

19

Mathematics Content

Explanation strategies:

or

Section IV: STEAM Assessment
(Evaluation)

ht

C

Describe your evaluation plan for summative assessment below. Include options for student choice,
and create your rubric and/or other assessment materials. Your assessment should measure students’
understanding of each standard identified in Section I.

yr

ig

Evaluation plan:

C

op
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Create Rubric and Other Assessment Materials
Stakeholder involvement ideas:

The final section of the
inquiry planning guide,
Section IV, focuses on
fine-tuning your plans for
summative assessment.

online
resources
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